
FEATURES:

+ SNAP-IN EASY CHANGE EAR SEALS
+ UPGRADEABLE EAR SEALS
+ RUGGED COILED CABLE
+ TACTILE PTT ON EARCUP
+ HELICAL BOOM FOR CONSISTENT

PLACEMENT
+ REPLACEABLE BOOM ASSEMBLY 
+ COMPATIBLE WITH KENWOOD AND 

HARRIS RADIOS

SPECIFICATIONS:

+ NOISE REDUCTION RATING (NRR): 
24DB FOR OVER/BEHIND-THE-HEAD
20DB FOR HELMET MOUNTED

+ INTRINSICALLY SAFE/ATEX CERTIFIED
+ MICROPHONE SENSITIVITY RATING:

-47 DBV TYPICAL
+ OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE:

-30 C TO +75 C
+ 3-YEAR WARRANTY

DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED 
& ENGINEERED IN THE U.S.A. 
FOR OVER 60 YEARS
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HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

INTRINSICALLY SAFE HEADSETS

ClearTrak NRX is the next generation of industrial-grade 
intrinsically safe headsets for high-noise environments.

Combining contemporary design with proven OTTO quality, the ClearTrak 
NRX is a comfortable, reliable headset providing clear audio and superior 
hearing protection. Now available in over-the-head, behind-the-head, and 
helmet-mounted options, ClearTrak NRX is ideal for occupations where 
essential instructions and safety warnings must be clearly heard.

Intrinsically safe and ATEX-rated, ClearTrak NRX is certified for use in 
hazardous areas that require a headset, providing an NRR of 24 dB for over/
behind-the-head models and 20 dB for the helmet-mounted option. ClearTrak 
NRX satisfies many OSHA compliance needs. 

The ClearTrak NRX is made for work. The rugged coiled cable stays out of 
the way, and the durable helical boom is ready for any on-the-job adventure 
and replaceable if it gets too adventurous - or if it’s slammed in a truck door. 
Earcup-mounted push-to-talk (PTT) is easy to reach and provides tactile 
feedback for use with gloves. Finally, easily replaceable ear seals snap in for 
true comfort and longevity.

WHAT IT CAN DO:  The new helmet-mounted ClearTrak NRX (left) provides 20 dB of hearing 
protection and conveniently swings off-ear to the back the hard hat when not needed.

CLEARTRAK NRX

https://www.ameradio.com

